RPC | Highly productive beam cutting line with automated edge rounding

- Accurate plasma cuts for ready-to-fit parts
- Automated material handling and high speed throughput
- Edge Rounding Line automated edge treatment
- Intuitive machine operation
- Marking for easy traceability
- ERL Edge rounding
- RPC Beam cutting

www.hgg-group.com
RPC | Highly productive beam cutting line with automated edge rounding

Edge Rounding Line
Fast and high quality edge rounding without grinding or milling.

Automated edge treatment
The RPC can be equipped with an optional Edge Rounding Line to prevent labour intensive grinding and milling to ensure an even and complete coating on all surfaces.

Approved rounding technique
The rolling method of the ERL preserves existing material standards. Lab research reports available on request.

Avoid rejected coatings
Easily meet edge treatment requirements as described in NEN-EN-ISO 8501-3 (P2/P3). No risk of disapproval by the coating specialist.

Beam Cutting Line
High speed plasma cutting of ready-to-fit parts prepared for any desired connection.

Fast material measurements
Accurate laser triangulation measurements of the surface enable adaptation of the theoretical 3D cutting paths to the deviations of the raw material.

High speed throughput
Continuous bolt hole cutting and interlinked cutting sequences enable a significantly shorter throughput time.

Practically eliminate grinding
HGG has developed unique cutting techniques to practically eliminate the need for finishing by grinding.

Contact us and configure your machine!
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